
As I write this, we’re experiencing yet another winter storm here in New England. It started this 
morning, and the timing was fortuitous since my wife had scheduled a maintenance visit by the oil 
company to fix a minor problem with the pipes before it really started snowing heavily. While the 
kids were sleeping in due to school being cancelled, the plumber worked in our basement to make 
sure everything was working well. It turned out that he had to replace the water feeder valve on the 
boiler, which was preventing enough water from circulating in the heating pipes. Aside from being 
inefficient, this also caused the pipes to make a gurgling sound, which was the key symptom that led 
to the service call in the first place. As I see the snow piling 
up outside my window (6-8 inches and counting), it’s easy to 
picture the disaster that this could have become had we not 
identified the problem early and gotten it fixed.

That’s what we do as verification engineers, isn’t it? We 
identify problems with a system, trace them back to root 
causes, fix the root causes and then make sure that 
everything still works. I’m reminded of my early logic classes 
when the teacher demonstrated and and or gates with pipes 
and valves. And being up against a tapeout deadline isn’t 
all that different from fixing a heating system before a winter 
storm hits. Although the stakes are different in these two 
scenarios, it’s ultimately productivity that matters. 

Since I’m the editor, and I can do these kind of things, I’ve 
decided to start this issue off with our “Partners’ Corner” 
section. We’ll start off with “Don’t Forget the Little Things 
That Can Make Verification Easier” by our friend Stu 
Sutherland, of Sutherland HDL, and one of the best Verilog 
and SystemVerilog trainers around. In this article, Stu reminds 
us that SystemVerilog is more than a verification language 
– it includes many synthesizable design constructs that 
clearly specify the designer’s intent. These constructs can be 
employed to avoid common errors and make verification more 
productive by keeping your focus on verifying the functionality 
of your design without having to track down what are typically 
thought of as “low-level bugs.”

Whether It’s Fixing a Boiler, or Getting  
to Tapeout, It’s Productivity that Matters. 
By Tom Fitzpatrick, Editor and Verification Technologist
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Our next partner article, by our friends at SmartPlay 
Technologies, presents a case study showing the 
advantages of using the Unified Power Format (UPF) 
standard with Questa Ultra. After a quick overview of the 
importance of power gating in low-power designs, you’ll see 
how Questa was able to model the behaviors from their UPF 
specification, and how they were able to debug the power 
control logic that resulted. 

Our friends at Intellitech are next up with “Using Mentor 
Questa for pre-silicon validation of IEEE 1149.1-2013 based 
Silicon Instruments” in which they introduce a cool new 
flow for verifying FPGAs, SoCs and other silicon devices. 
The IEEE 1149-2013 standard is sort of like “JTAG on 
steroids” and lets you verify the functionality of the actual 
chip through what Intellitech calls “silicon instruments.” The 
article shows how their NEBULA tool lets you drive your 
simulation in Questa to use these instruments to drive your 
simulation, so you can be confident that your post-silicon 
verification efforts will be as productive as possible.

Our last partner article comes from our friends at eInfochips. 
In “Dealing With UVM and OVM Sequences” you’ll learn 
how to write reusable sequences in UVM (and OVM) to 
increase your productivity by making it easy to add new 
sequences to your testbench. Here you’ll learn some 
practical steps to take to avoid “painting yourself into a 
corner” as you design your sequences.

We’re also happy to have a couple articles from my Mentor 
Graphics colleagues in this issue. In “Stories of an AMS 
Verification Dude: Putting Stuff Together,” Martin Vlach, 
our Analog/Mixed-Signal Chief Technologist, gives a rather 
unconventional view of AMS verification which we hope 
will give you an understanding of the different levels of 
abstraction used in digital and analog simulation, and  
how to connect digital and analog subsystems together.

And last but not least, we have “Portable VHDL Testbench 
Automation with Intelligent Testbench Automation” by my 
colleague Matthew Ballance, in which we see how Questa 
inFact can be used make  VHDL testbench environments 
more productive through the inclusion of intelligent 
automation. Without having to add anything to the VHDL 
language, inFact can be used to specify a wide variety of 
scenarios that can easily be run from a VHDL testbench, but 
the underlying automation in inFact provides randomization 
and coverage capabilities that are not possible in VHDL. 
By raising the level of test specification using inFact, the 
test specification becomes reusable and portable to other 
verification environments, like SystemVerilog and UVM. 

If you’re reading this edition of Verification Horizons  
at DVCon, I really hope it’s not snowing. Please come  
by the Mentor Graphics booth to say “hi” or look for me  
in the tutorials and paper sessions. I always enjoy hearing 
feedback from our readers on how we can keep improving 
this newsletter. And if you’re not at DVCon, I hope that 
winter is dying down for you and that everyone was able 
to stay safe and warm. And if you’re in the southern 
hemisphere, I’ll wish you a warm safe winter in our  
DAC issue. I promise.

Respectfully submitted, 
Tom Fitzpatrick 
Editor, Verification Horizons
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The little things engineers can do when coding RTL models 
can add up to a significant boost in verification productivity. 
A significant portion of SystemVerilog is synthesizable. 
Taken individually, these synthesizable RTL modeling 
constructs might seem insignificant, and, therefore, easy to 
overlook when developing RTL models. These “little things”, 
however, are like getting free assertions embedded directly 
in the RTL code, some of which would be quite complex 
to write by hand. Using these SystemVerilog constructs in 
RTL modeling can reduce verification and debug time. This 
article presents several features that SystemVerilog adds to 
traditional Verilog RTL modeling that can help catch subtle 
RTL coding errors, and make verification easier and more 
efficient. 

There is a common misconception that Verilog is  
a hardware modeling language, and SystemVerilog  
is a verification language. This is not true! Much of 
SystemVerilog is synthesizable with today’s ASIC and 
FPGA synthesis compilers. This article focuses on a few of 
the SystemVerilog RTL modeling constructs that help make 
verification easier. Only a brief summary of these constructs 
is presented, with an emphasis on how these constructs 
benefit verification productivity. There are a number of  
resources for more information on these and other 

synthesizable SystemVerilog constructs, including the 
DVCon-2014 conference paper, Can My Synthesis 

Compiler Do That? by Sutherland 
and Mills.

ENFORCED SINGLE-DRIVER FUNCTIONALITY  
Traditional Verilog has two primary types of data, nets 
and variables. The types used almost exclusively for RTL 
modeling are the wire net type and reg variable type. 
Traditional Verilog has strict rules on where the wire type 
(or another net type), must be used, and where it may 
be used. This mandatory usage of a net type places a 
burden on verification. Net types permit multiple-driver 
functionality, even where multiple drivers are not intended. 
The verification process must detect unintentional multiple 
drivers.

SystemVerilog significantly reduces this risk with two 
additional types: logic and uwire. The full meaning of 
these types is beyond the scope of this paper. Their effect 
on verification is what is important. In most contexts, the 
logic type makes it a syntax error to have multiple drivers. 
The uwire type also enforces single drivers. No special 
verification is needed to ensure single-driver functionality — 
these data types automatically prevent potential multi-driver 
functional errors.

SELF-VERIFYING RTL-SPECIFIC  
PROCEDURAL BLOCKS  
In traditional Verilog, procedural always blocks are used to 
model combinational, latch, and sequential logic. Synthesis 
and simulations tools have no way to know what type of 
logic an engineer intended to represent with the always 
keyword. Instead, these tools can only interpret the code 
within the procedural block, and then “infer” — which is 
just a nice way to say “guess” — the engineer’s intention. 
This guessing by synthesis compilers places a burden on 
verification engineers to develop testbenches, stimulus, 
and response scoreboarding to verify that RTL and post-
synthesis gate functionality correctly represent intended 
design functionality. This is a significant verification effort! 
Should RTL and/or gate-level verification fail to detect and 
isolate incorrect combinational or sequential behavior,  
faulty functionality could potentially find its way into an 
end product.

Don’t Forget the Little Things That Can Make Verification Easier 
by Stuart Sutherland, Sutherland HDL, Inc. 
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SystemVerilog adds three RTL-specific procedural always 
blocks: always_comb, always_latch, and always_ff. 
These RTL-specific procedural blocks document design 
intent for the procedure. Software tools can now 
automatically verify that this intent is being met. Functional 
bugs in the traditional Verilog model become compilation 
errors or warnings that pinpoint the location of bugs. These 
built-in assertion-like checks free the verification engineer 
from having to write code to verify correct combinatorial, 
latched, or sequential behavior.

SELF-CHECKING ENUMERATED DATA TYPES  
Traditional Verilog nets and variables are loosely typed. 
There is little or no checking of the value being assigned 
to the net or variable. The DVCon-2014 conference paper 
Can My Synthesis Compiler Do That? by Sutherland and 
Mills shows an example of a finite state machine RTL 
model that is syntactically correct, but has six functional 
bugs. Verification engineers are burdened with the task 
of designing stimulus that will bring out the functional 
problems, and scoreboard checking that will detect the 
problems. Time must be spent debugging the cause of 
the problems, modifying the RTL models, and then re-
verifying the design to ensure all functional bugs have been 
corrected.

SystemVerilog adds enumerated type nets and variables 
that are more strongly typed. Enumerated types allow 
nets and variables to be defined with a specific set of legal 
values. Each legal value is referenced using a label. The 
stronger built-in checking of enumerated types provides 
a significant advantage over traditional Verilog. With 
enumerated types, all six bugs in the model described in the 
preceding paragraph become syntax errors. Simulators will 
not compile the faulty code, and synthesis compilers will not 
allow the faulty code to be implemented in gates, until the 
bugs are fixed.

CORRECT BY CONSTRUCTION ARRAY  
COPYING AND ARRAY ASSIGNMENTS  
Traditional Verilog supports one-dimensional and multi-
dimensional arrays, which, in RTL models, can be used 
to represent look-up tables and register files. However, 

traditional Verilog only permits access to a single element  
of an array at a time. To copy data from one array to 
another array requires writing loops that index through each 
element of each array. Manipulating the data in an array 
can also require the use of loops. Passing an array to a 
function, or through module ports to another module, also 
requires working with one element at a time, typically using 
loops in generate blocks or procedural code. The extra 
coding required in traditional Verilog to work with arrays is 
both tedious and prone to subtle coding errors. Verification 
engineers must verify that the RTL code has implemented 
array handling correctly.

SystemVerilog allows entire arrays to be copied as a single 
assignment statement, and assigning to entire arrays 
with a single statement. Complete arrays can be passed 
to functions and through module ports. Array copying, 
assignments and passing have syntactic and semantic rules 
that help ensure array handling is correct by construction. 
By eliminating the complexity of array copying and 
assignments, SystemVerilog reduces the risks of coding 
errors and simplifies the task of verifying that arrays are 
being referenced correctly in RTL code. 

CORRECT BY CONSTRUCTION COPYING  
AND ASSIGNMENTS TO GROUPS OF SIGNALS  
Traditional Verilog represents functionality at the discrete 
signal level. While this accurately models how signals are 
represented in the silicon, it can require many lines of code, 
in order to work with each individual signal. In a module with 
dozens or hundreds of separate signals, coding mistakes 
can easily occur, such as a missing assignment to any one 
of the many signals.

SystemVerilog adds a structure construct that provides 
a more abstract and powerful way of working with large 
numbers of signals. Structures are used to bundle related 
signals together under a common name, and are analogous 
to records in VHDL.

The following example shows how the 54 signals (including 
the Payload array) that make up a UNI ATM cell can be 
bundled together as a SystemVerilog structure:

Don’t Forget the Little Things That Can Make Verification Easier 
by Stuart Sutherland, Sutherland HDL, Inc. 
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typedef struct { 
  logic [ 3:0] GFC; // Generic Flow Control
  logic [ 7:0] VPI; // Virtual Path ID
  logic [15:0] VCI; // Virtual Channel ID
  logic [ 2:0] PTI; // Payload Type Indication
  logic          CLP; // Cell Loss Priority
  logic [ 7:0] HEC; // Header Error Control
  logic [ 7:0] Payload [48]; // Payload
} uni_t;  
 

This structure definition uses the typedef keyword, another 
important SystemVerilog extension to traditional Verilog. 
By defining the UNI structure as a user-defined type, it can 
be used for multiple declarations in the same module, and 
used in multiple modules.

A powerful aspect of structures is that they can be read 
or written as a whole. An entire structure can be copied to 
another structure, and all members of a structure can be 
assigned values in a single statement. Entire structures can 
be passed through module ports or to functions. Where 
traditional Verilog works with separate signals, leaving 
the door open for a plethora of potential coding mistakes, 
copying, assigning, and passing structures have syntax and 
semantic rules that help ensure that these operations are 
complete and correct by construction. These rules simplify 
verification, and reduce the time and effort required to verify 
operations on large numbers of separate signals.

ELIMINATION OF REDUNDANT DECLARATIONS  
The original Verilog language does not have a shared 
declaration space. Each module must contain all 
declarations used within that module. There is a risk of 
differences in the declarations in different modules, which 
can result in subtle functional bugs. The burden is on 
the verification team to generate stimulus that will detect 
any functional bugs that result from those declaration 
differences.

SystemVerilog addresses this Verilog shortcoming with 
the addition of declaration packages. Packages provide a 
declaration space that can be referenced from any design  
 

module, as well as from verification code. Packages can 
eliminate duplicate code, the risk of mismatches in different 
blocks of a design, and the difficulties of having to verify 
declaration mismatches. 

ACCURATE AND SELF-CHECKING  
DECISION STATEMENTS  
One of the ugliest gotchas of traditional Verilog is the 
subtle and undesired behavior of the wildcard casex/casez 
statements. Many conference papers have focused on the 
problems caused by these Verilog constructs. Verification 
engineers must be diligent in verifying that the gotchas of 
casex/casez statements have been avoided in the RTL 
models. SystemVerilog adds a case...inside decision 
statement that does not have the problems of casex/casez 
statements. The effort and time needed to verify casex/
casez statements is eliminated. 

From the earliest days of RTL synthesis, synthesis 
compilers have used full_case and parallel_case directives 
(also called “pragmas”) to guide the gate-level optimization 
of Verilog case statements. These directives cause 
synthesis to perform specific optimizations in the gate-level 
implementation of the case decisions. A major flaw with 
the full_case and parallel_case synthesis directives is that 
the commands are hidden in comments. Simulation is not 
affected by the directives, and therefore RTL simulation 
does not verify that the optimization effects of these 
directives are appropriate in the design.

SystemVerilog solves this problem by bringing the 
functionality of full_case and parallel_case into the RTL 
modeling world, using the keywords unique, unique0, and 
priority as decision modifiers. In simulation, these decision 
modifiers add built-in verification checking to help detect 
when the full_case or parallel_case optimizations would 
not be desirable. For synthesis, these modifiers enable 
the appropriate full_case and/or parallel_case synthesis 
optimizations. 

CORRECT BY CONSTRUCTION  
BUS PROTOCOLS WITH SELF-CHECKING  
Communication between design blocks often involves a 
set of signals and handshaking protocols. With traditional 
Verilog, these signal declarations must be duplicated in 
each design block, and at the higher level of hierarchy  
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that connects the blocks together. The verification of the 
handshaking protocols is done at the testbench level, and 
cannot be done until late in the design cycle, after each 
block has been modeled.

SystemVerilog provides interface ports as a more abstract 
way for communication between design blocks. An 
interface definition encapsulates the several bus signals 
under single name. Modules use a single interface port 
with the encapsulated set of signals, instead of needing 
several separate ports for the bus signals. In addition to 
encapsulating the signals of a bus protocol, interfaces can 
encapsulate built-in verification code, such as assertions, 
so that all communications over the bus are automatically 
verified. Interfaces simplify RTL modeling, and significantly 
reduce the time and effort of verifying communication 
between design blocks.

EMBEDDED SELF-CHECKING FOR UNEXPECTED  
OR UNDESIRED VALUES OR CONDITIONS  
Traditional Verilog RTL models are typically written 
with an assumption that the data on which the models 
operate is valid. State decoding assumes the state 
variable has legal values. Decision statements assume 
that the expression being tested does not X, Z or other 
unanticipated values. Verification engineers are expected 
to verify that these assumptions in the RTL models are 
correct. Writing the tests that detect invalid values within 
design blocks is nontrivial and time consuming. It can 
require using hierarchical paths in the verification code to 
examine signals internal to modules deep within the design 
hierarchy.

SystemVerilog adds assertions to the original Verilog 
language. Assertions can — and should — be written  
by design engineers anytime the RTL code makes  
an assumption regarding a logic condition or value.  
The following example illustrates how simple it is to  
add assertions in RTL code as the code is being written.  
This simple one line of code will trap any problems with the 
sel input to the module at the time and place the problem 
occurs, rather than hoping that verification will detect a 
functional problem downstream in both logic and time. 

always_comb begin
    assert (!$isunknown(sel)) else $error 
                (“%m : case sel = X”);
    case (sel)
      2’b00 : out = a;
      2’b01 : out = b;
      2’b10 : out = c;
      2’b11 : out = d;
    endcase
  end 

SUMMARY  
SystemVerilog adds many RTL modeling constructs to 
traditional Verilog that can make verification easier and 
more accurate! Major simulators and most ASIC and 
FPGA synthesis compilers support these constructs. The 
“little things” design engineers do in RTL models can 
have a significant impact on verification productivity. The 
SystemVerilog RTL modeling constructs were added to 
traditional Verilog for good reasons — be sure to take 
advantage of them in your design and verification projects!
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The internet revolution has changed the way we share 
content and the mobile revolution has boosted this 
phenomenon in terms of content creation & consumption. 
Moving forward, the Internet of Things would further 
drive this explosion of data. As a result, the area and 
performance battle has taken a back seat and optimizing 
power consumption is at the forefront. Longer battery life 
for handhelds and devices running on coin cell batteries 
are the primary drivers for this change. Initiatives to 
reduce global energy consumption also play a vital role in 
promoting this further. Power consumption on silicon is a 
result of switching activity (dynamic power) and leakage 
(static power) with the later claiming prominence on lower 
process nodes. Functional profile of the devices targeting 
the Internet of Things e.g. sensors, suggest that there 
would be minimal switching activity throughout the day 
and leakage would be the main contributor towards power 
consumption if the circuit is ON all the time. Such products 
demand implementation of features like power shut off, multi 
voltage and voltage frequency scaling. Traditional HDLs 
(Hardware Design Languages) and simulators are alien to 
power on/off & voltage variations. There is a need for an 
additional scheme to describe the power intent of the design 
and a simulator to validate it. The IEEE 1801 UPF (Unified 
Power Format) standard defines the semantics to represent 
the low power features intended for a design. Questa is 
a simulator solution that enables verification of power 
aware designs. This article discusses how power aware 
simulations using Questa helped us identify power related 
bugs early in the design cycle.

POWER GATING 
Leakage power dissipation refers to the unintended gradual 
loss of power from a transistor when the device is powered 
up. Power gating, also known as ‘power shut off,’ is one of 
the key techniques to reduce this loss. By turning off power 
to the blocks that are not in use at a given time, power 
dissipation due to leakage can be optimized. For a given 
SoC, there could be different combinations of blocks that 
can be switched ON or OFF based on the functionality.  
 
 

Each independent set of blocks that can be turned off form 
a power domain and the different combinations define the 
power modes of the chip. The primary goal is to switch the 
power domains seamlessly to optimize power dissipation 
while not compromising on the performance. A set of 
special cells are required to implement this scheme.  
These include:

1. Power switches that help in switching the power  
on and off when desired.

2. Isolation cells that minimize crowbar current in the 
always on block for inputs driven from powered down 
block and clamp these inputs to a defined value.

3. Retention cells that act as shadow registers for a set 
of flops to retain their value when power is turned off. 
These cells are optimized for leakage current and 
function depending upon the save and restore input 
signals. 

To ensure proper functionality, the circuit needs to follow a 
predefined power sequencing as shown in figure 1. The set 
of block(s) expected to shutdown shouldn’t be processing 
any data when the clock is turned off. Next, the isolation 
is enabled so that the output ports are driven to a known 
logical value based on the isolation gates placed. If there 
is a need for state retention, the corresponding SAVE 
signal is asserted. After securing the state of the block(s), 
reset is asserted for them to ensure that on power up they 
start from initial state. Finally after reset, the blocks can be 
powered down. The logic remains shut down till a WAKEUP 
from any of the sources is received. On receiving a wakeup 
request, the power is gradually applied through a series of 
switches to avoid in rush current. Once powered up, reset 
to the block(s) is de-asserted. After the design is in initial 
state, the RESTORE signal is applied to bring the block(s) 
to a desired state by copying the values of the shadow 
registers to the functional ones. At this point the block is 
ready to start functionality from a desired state that may not 
be the initial state. The isolation is disabled next followed by 
enabling the clocks to the block finally. This brings back life 
to the whole circuit. 

Taming Power Aware Bugs with Questa 
by Gaurav Jalan & Senthil Duraisamy, SmartPlay Technologies 
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Figure 1: Power gating sequence 

 
While the above sequence of events seems to be simple, 
most of the bugs in low power designs are found in and 
around this scheme. Along with RTL, UPF is required by  
the implementation tools to insert correct cells in the design. 
Both RTL & UPF needs to be verified for power aware 
scenarios to ensure there are no bugs in either of them.  
The focus of power aware verification is not only to 
verify the above sequence alone but revolves around the 
implications these transactions have on the DUT. Thus, 
power aware verification requires additional functionality 
that the simulator needs to support, e.g., 

1. The simulator should be capable of emulating the 
power architecture in RTL design based on UPF 
specification and insert required power aware  
special cells during simulations. 

2.  On power gating, the output of the powered down 
blocks should be driven to X. The simulator needs to 
emulate the behaviour of isolation cells in the RTL as 
specified in the corresponding UPF. Any errors resulting 
from missing isolation cells, incorrect isolation cell 
selection, incorrect placement and issues with isolation 
control would be discovered in this process.

3.  When state retention is enabled, the simulator needs to 
emulate the behaviour of a shadow register and corrupt 
the value of functional register/memory to ensure that 
when restore happens, the DUT is retained to a desired 
state. Any errors resulting from missing state retention  
 
 

 
 
 
cells, incorrect control logic connections and  
incorrect placements are discovered in this process.

Following are some of the bugs that we encountered while 
verifying power aware design with Questa & UPF.

DESIGN SPECIFICATION 
Figure 2 is a representative version of the design with low 
power features implemented. The green box implements 
the power state machines to control the complete power 
sequencing similar to what is described in Figure 1. This 
block is in ‘always ON’ domain i.e. there is no case when 
the chip will be powered but this logic will be shut down. 
The blue block is the baseband while the red block is RF. 
There are 2 power domains defined wherein the baseband 
can be shutdown independently of RF (Sleep mode) or both 
baseband and RF can be shut down together (Deep Sleep 
mode). In absence of qualified signals from RF for a defined 
period, the power manager initiates Sleep mode. During 
Sleep mode, if there is a wake up interrupt (from different 
sources with one represented here), the power manager 
initiates the wake up cycle. To avoid re-initialization of the 
baseband, it is expected that the last functional state of the 
baseband be retained. State retention cells help in saving 
the state of the block and restoring it when required. 

 

Taming Power Aware Bugs with Questa 
by Gaurav Jalan & Senthil Duraisamy, SmartPlay Technologies 
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CASE 1: INCORRECT SPECIFICATION  
OF SAVE SIGNAL IN UPF 
The waveforms below show the Sleep power cycle for the 
baseband IP using UPF with Questa. When the baseband 
is powered up again, the state is not restored and instead 
the signals show X, a clear indication that save and restore 
didn’t happen. On debugging, a bug was found in UPF 
wherein the SAVE signal to the retention cells was defined 
to be active LOW. Due to this the pulse generated for SAVE 
by power manager didn’t have the desired effect.

In the waveforms below, the SAVE pulse was sent to 
preserve the current state of DUT in retention cells. Since 
the UPF suggested that the retention cells would save 
when control signal is LOW, the value saved was incorrect. 
The bug was root caused to the understanding of the UPF 
developer who defined LOW assuming that the SAVE 
should happen when there is a transition from HIGH to 
LOW while the correct interpretation should have been that 
when there is an active HIGH pulse on SAVE the values 
should be preserved. By replacing LOW by HIGH in UPF 
the problem was resolved.
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CASE 2: MISSING RETENTION CELL  
BETWEEN POWER DOMAINS 
Referring to figure 2 again, the RF_enable input is driven 
from the baseband. During Normal mode of operation, 
the baseband would drive this signal based on the value 
programmed in the register. During Sleep mode, the 
baseband can be off while the RF continues to be on. 
To ensure there is no crowbar current, an isolation cell is 
declared at the output of baseband that clamps the value  
of RF_enable to HIGH. The UPF developer however forgot 
to retain the value of the register driving this RF_enable 
during powered on state. This resulted in a bug captured  
in the waveform below.

During NORMAL operation, the value of RF_enable  
is HIGH. Once isolated, the value continues to be HIGH 
while the 
baseband is 
powered off. 
When the 
baseband  
is powered on, 
the isolation is 
removed and 
after the clock 
is enabled, the 
default value of 
the register is 
driven. Since 
the default  
 
 

value is ZERO, the RF block actually gets functionally 
disabled when the baseband is fully functional. After  
adding a state retention cell to the UPF for this register, 
desired functionality is achieved. The rectified waveform 
with save and restore is shown below.

CASE 3: INCORRECT CONNECTIONS  
OF POWER SUPPLY TO POWER DOMAINS 
Referring back to figure 2, there are 2 voltage supplies  
each connected to the baseband (digital) and RF (analog) 
blocks. These supplies aren’t present in RTL and specified 
in the UPF. Corresponding to these supplies there are 
power switches with the enable to the switches coming from 
power manager based on the Sleep or Deep sleep mode. 
In this case, the UPF definition had an incorrect connection 
to the power switch for RF. As a result, during power aware 
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simulations, in Sleep mode, instead of turning off the 
baseband alone, the RF was also turned off i.e. instead of 
Sleep mode, the chip actually went into Deep sleep mode. 
The effect of this is shown in the waveform above.

The power_on_domain1 signal drives Sleep mode. Instead 
of shutting off the baseband alone, the RF was also shut off 
(see the bug above). 

On correcting the power switch enable connection to 
power_on_domain2, the expected functionality is simulated.

CONCLUSION 
There has been a multi-fold increase in verification 
complexity as the industry moves toward handhelds  
and Internet of Things. Traditional simulators fall short of 
enabling the engineers with power aware verification as  
the concept of voltage is missing in our HDLs and therefore 

with these simulators. Power formats such as UPF have 
enabled the designers to express this functionality. However 
simulating power shut down, voltage variations and 
voltage ramp up scenarios demand additional capability 
from simulators. Apart from having a notion of voltage the 
simulator also needs to emulate insertion of isolation, state 
retention, level shifters and power switches as defined in 
the UPF. Formal tools help in validating the UPF to a large 
extent but cannot cover the complete scope of power aware 
verification. Power aware simulations at system level assist 
in discovering bugs as per power definition and its result 
on the overall functionality of the design. As Albert Einstein 
quoted – “No amount of experimentation can ever prove me 
right; a single experiment can prove me wrong”. With the 
right apparatus and methodical approach the probability of 
hitting that single experiment definitely improves.
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INTRODUCTION 
IEEE 1149.1-2013 is not your father’s JTAG. The new 
release in June of 2013 represents a major leap forward 
in standardizing how FPGAs, SoCs and 3D-SICs can be 
debugged and tested. The standard defines register level 
descriptions of on-chip IP with operational descriptions 
via the new 1149.1 Procedural Description Language.1, 2, 3 
IEEE 1149.1-2013 adds support for TAP based access to 
on-chip IP, configuring I/O parameters such as differential 
voltage swing, crossing power domains and controlling 
on-chip power, segmented scan chains and interfacing into 
IEEE 1500 Wrapper Serial Ports and WIRs. The standard 
is architected to lower the cost of electronic products by 
enabling re-use of on-chip instruments through all phases 
of the IC life-cycle. The standard takes a ‘divide and 
conquer’ approach allowing IP (instrument) providers who 
have the most domain expertise of their IP to communicate 
the structure and operation of their IP in computer readable 
formats.   

IC integrators can then plug-n-play this IP into a design 
and leverage pre-written and pre-verified operation with 
low cost 1149.1 based tools. The end user does not need 
to read datasheets and develop Verilog or C/C++ code 
to operate the provided instrument. Figure 1. shows an 
example IC with a number of TAP accessible instruments 
such as Logic BIST, PRBS generator, Memory BIST, 
Voltage and temperature monitors, PLL, Analog-to-Digital 
converters, Digital to Analog converters. Many other types 
of TAP (Test Access Port) accessible instrumentation 
exist, such as bus monitors, droop injectors, external DDR 
memory, SERDES BER testers and FPGA-based universal 
instruments.4 Intellitech refers to the many flavors of on-
chip IP for test and debug as “Silicon Instruments™”.

THE PROBLEM 
Test benches in Verilog have been the de facto approach 
to validating JTAG architectures since 1990 when some  
of the first ICs with on-chip instruments were created.  
This approach works, but in a limited way. The Verilog  
test bench may operate the JTAG interface in a way which 

 
    Figure 1. Example IEEE-1149.1-2013 IC 
 
 
is not the way the interface is used with JTAG based 
debuggers or PCB testers. The Verilog test benches also 
perhaps were not delivered to the customer and certainly 
not supplied to the IC end user who could benefit from TAP 
based access to the on-chip features. An example is the 
OEM system designer who wants to characterize his FR4 
design early on and needs access to TAP based SERDES 
BER (Bit Error Rate Test).

The PDL (Procedure Definition Language) introduced in 
IEEE 1149.1-2013 changes the validation approach. The IP 
or silicon provider now needs to validate the PDL routines 
against the product being delivered. Ideally this is done 
during simulation rather than after tape-out. Pre-silicon 
validation ensures that the design’s instrumentation can be  

Using Mentor Questa® for Pre-silicon Validation 
of IEEE 1149.1-2013 based Silicon Instruments 
by CJ Clark & Craig Stephan, Intellitech Corporation
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configured via the TAP and that the descriptions in BSDL  
and PDL will do their job correctly when first silicon is 
available. During first silicon bring up, linear time is critical, 
it’s not the time to be debugging PDL code or being unsure 
if the on-chip instrument works as planned. 

The major roadblock in developing pre-validated instru- 
ment control descriptions in PDL is that commercial 
simulators don’t know how to read IEEE 1149.1-2013 PDL  
or instrument package descriptions.

THE APPROACH 
Questa® and ModelSim® customers can use a freely 
available software front-end from Intellitech called NEBULA 
to process the IEEE 1149.1-2013 file formats and drive the 
simulators.5 Figure 2 shows the integration which allows 
pre-silicon validation and post silicon use. 

To validate any Silicon Instrument™, the engineer uses 
Questa to compile the Verilog of the instrument and links in 
the Intellitech supplied ISIS (Intellitech Simulation Interface 
Server) DLL (Dynamic Link Library) or Linux SO (Shared  
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Object) File. ISIS allows the Intellitech NEBULA client 
software to send and receive data to and from the design 
following the IEEE 1149.1 protocol. It performs a similar 
function as Intellitech’s iCableServer software does  
when a user has a USB based JTAG cable connected  
to an actual IC. 

This validation process of the instrument and any data/
control paths from the IEEE 1149.1 I/O pins saves valuable 
time during the testing of initial silicon. The validation 
identifies all peripheral signals, such as system clocks  
and resets, which are required for TAP-based control  
and proper operation of the instrument.

While there are many useful instruments with various level 
of complexity, this article uses a simple SRAM Built-In 
Self-Test (BIST) as a test instrument to demonstrate the 

value of using Questa to validate the IP description and 
PDL. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the instrument 
that includes an IEEE 1149.1-2013 compliant wrapper. The 
1149.1-2013 approach is designed to allow instruments to 
plug-and-play by connecting compatible TDRs together; it 
also reduces the support burden for the IP provider as the 
complete instrument with mission mode control paths can 
be delivered to the instrument customer.

The mission mode interface is shown in the shaded 
green. Access to the SRAM is performed through the 
SRAM_BIST_Controller block through an internal mux. 
A CPU interface is provided which enables the on-chip 
CPU to access the instrument in exactly the same way 
as the 1149.1-2013 interface enables the interface. The 
blue shaded section provides the control and status of 
the SRAM_BIST capabilities via an 1149.1-2013 TDR 

attribute REGISTER_MNEMONICS of SRAM_BIST : package IS
  “ModeVal  (            “   &
  “  None  (0b0000),   “   &
  “  Walk_Addr_0 (0b0001)   “   &
  “  Walk_Addr_1 (0b0010)   “   &
  “  Walk_Data_0 (0b0011),   “   &
  “  Walk_Data_1 (0b0100)   “   &
  “    ),            “   &
  “MuxSelVal  (            “   &
  “  TestMode  (0b1),   “   &
  “  FuncMode  (0b0),   “   &
  “    ),            “   &
  “EnableVal  (            “   &
  “  Yes  (0b1),   “   &
  “  No  (0b1),   “   &
  “    ),            “   &
  “StatusVal  (            “   &
  “  Pass  (0b101),   “   &
  “  Fail  (0b011),   “   &
  “  Busy  (0bXX0),   “   &
  “  Invalid1  (0b001),   “   &
  “  Invalid2  (0b111)   “   &
  “    )            “   ;
attribute REGISTER_FIELDS of SRAM_BIST : package IS
“USER_TDR2[29] ( “ &
 “  (ClearResults[1]        IS (          28) ResetVal(EnableVal(No)) PULSE1 ), “ &
 “  (Result_Addr[12]      IS (27 downto 16)   NoPO ), “ &
 “  (Result_Data[16]      IS (15 downto   0)   NoPO ) “ &
 “                           ),” &
“USER_TDR1[8] ( “ &
 “  (Status[3]                  IS ( 7 downto    5) Captures(StatusVal(-))   NoPO    ), “ &  
 “  (MuxSel[1]                 IS (4) ResetVal(MuxSelVal(FuncMode)) Captures(MuxSelVal(-)) DelayPO ), “ &
 “  (Mode[3]                   IS ( 3 downto   1) ResetVal(ModeVal(None))   Captures(ModeVal(-)) ), “ & 
 “  (Enable[1]                 IS (                    0) ResetVal(EnableVal(No))     Captures(EnableVal(-)) )” &
 “                          )” ;
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(Test Data Register) segment. IEEE 1149.1-2013 has 
standardized on using TDRs compatible with IEEE 1500, 
that is, using the capture, shift and update states with 
free running TCK rather than the original specification 
which used gated clock. For FPGA compatibility, we also 
developed the SRAM instrument interface to support gated 
TCK operation. While IEEE 1500 style is preferred, the TAP 
controller in some FPGAs uses a gated clock interface. If 
you are developing instruments for both ASICs and FPGAs, 
the TDR interface has to be configurable for both. Note that 
the Enable signal which starts the SRAM BIST must have 
an update register on it such that it does not toggle during 
shift operations and it also must reset to the ‘disabled’ state. 
In order to optimize the number of scan operations required 
to communicate to the SRAM BIST, glitch free practices 

in the design are used. It’s possible to write PDL code 
which uses multiple scans to avoid race conditions but it is 
better to build wrappers which are glitch free on their own 
so that interactive GUIs can be used with the instrument. 
The MuxSel signal which switches control from the CPU 
interface to the 1149.1 interface has an update register  
and a full TCK cycle delay (as indicated by the D box).  
The BSDL description for this construct is DELAYPO and 
it is a useful construct when performing multiple operations 
in a single scan operation while avoiding a race condition. 
In the diagram, the SRAM BIST mode can be set, the 
controller enabled and control taken from the CPU all in 
one scan operation. If the DELAYPO construct was not 
implemented, this is a condition that can be detected by 
using Questa simulation.
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The pastel red shaded area in Figure 3, on the previous 
pages, is used to deliver detailed diagnostics about 
what specifically failed. This section adds 29 bits of 
additional shift cells which can impact test time. Since 
it is only necessary to scan this TDR when a failure 
occurs, the instrument IP is provided with two separate 
TDRs interfaces. The integrator can access the two TDR 
segments with different instructions or the integrator can 
implement a SEGSEL mux inline TDR selector to keep the 
diagnostic scan chain out of the path.

The IEEE 1149.1-2013 standard now includes robust 
behavioral descriptions of many register cells used in 
common Design-for-Test practice. Any IEEE 1500 compliant 
WSP (Wrapper Serial Port) as well as any IEEE 1149.1-2013 
power domain segmentation can be described. TDRs are 
no longer fixed in length and the register descriptions are 
no longer flat. They have hierarchy and instruments can be 
defined stand-alone without the need for an IC level BSDL. 
Figure 4 depicts a code snippet of the BSDL language 
which describes the register mnemonics and fields of the 
instrument design in Figure 3.

Figure 5 shows the NEBULA PDL single stepper with 
hierarchy and register view created automatically from the 
instrument description and its instantiation as S1 in the 
design. When PDL routines are executed or single-stepped, 
each iApply statement causes NEBULA to send scan-
in data to the Questa simulator. The response scan-out 
data from Questa’s simulation of the instrument is used to 

update the internal register representations in the NEBULA 
software. The NEBULA user can single step the PDL 
routines and monitor in real-time the TDR bit fields. Early 
in development of this PDL, Questa assisted in identifying 
(See Figure 5) a missing “iRead Result_Data” command 
necessary to make sure the Result_Data and Result_
Address registers are enabled and in the path prior to  
any iGet command on their contents. The instrument  
was designed to allow the registers to be on different 
segments, so the iRead command guarantees that the 
Result registers were properly scanned prior to the iGet 
command. A complete source listing of the instrument  
PDL is available at http://www.intellitech.com/ijtag/sram_
demo.pdl. (All the files used in this article, including the 
Questa make file are included in the NEBULA download). 
The PDL shows the advantage of the provider pre-wrapping 
their instrument as the MuxSel, Mode and Enable can be 
set in a single iApply (scan operation) saving test time.

Any PDL iProc procedure that needs to be debugged can 
be done from the NEBULA GUI with Questa operating 
on the back end. However, when debugging functional 
problems of your instrument, the Questa instrument 
simulation graphical timing diagram (See Figure 6)  
provides needed insight. All instrument internal signals  
are available for inspection in response to the PDL  
routines being applied.

A key feature for the 1149.1-2013 PDL developer is the 
Questa fault coverage capability. The engineer uses this
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 to validate that the PDL routines are adequately testing 
the instrument. The coverage report contains valuable 
information about unused states or modes as shown in 
Figure 7. Coverage is improved by adding PDL or removing 
state machines or logic in the design which may not be 
necessary.

CONCLUSION 
Both Mentor Questa and Intellitech NEBULA on their own 
are valuable productivity tools for engineers. Combined 
they offer a new critical capability that enable pre-silicon 
validation of silicon instruments for IEEE 1149.1-2013 
compliance. NEBULA provides the front-end client, 
processing the instrument package descriptions and PDL 
operational code. Questa provides the simulation back 
end, providing scan responses and code coverage. As 
with IEEE 1500 wrapped cores, pre-wrapped IEEE 1149.1-
2013 instruments offer the best approach to success and 
low support. Leaving the register creation to the integrator 
requires the integrator to be aware of race conditions 
created by the TDR update state and knowledge of how  
the interface to the instrument works. 

A market is already developing with instrument providers 
creating plug-n-play IEEE 1149.1-2013 pre-validated 
descriptions and PDL for the ASIC and FPGA market.  
Up until this time the IP provider has validated using Verilog 
test benches or loaded designs into FPGAs. With this 
combined solution instruments can be validated for IEEE 
1149.1-2013 compliance much faster and with valuable 
metrics on code coverage. The best part for the Questa 
customer is that this capability can be added without 
additional software license costs.

END NOTES

1. IEEE 1149.1-2013 - IEEE Standard for Test Access Port 
and Boundary Scan Architecture. 

2. IEEE 1149.1™-2013 Designed to Slash Electronics 
Industry Costs by Allowing Test Re-Use Throughout 
Integrated Circuit Lifecycle

3. Tutorial on IEEE 1149.1-2013 Internal JTAG
4. “FPGA-based universal embedded digital instrument”, 

Josh Ferry, ITC 2013 Proceedings
5. Intellitech NEBULA software

File: hdl/SRAM_MEMBIST.v
Enabled Coverage Active Hits Misses % Covered

Stmts 135 120 15 88.8
Branches 65 56 9 86.1
FEC Condition Terms              0 0 0 100.0
FEC Expression Terms             0 0 0 100.0
FSMs 76.8

States 17 16 1 94.1
Transitions 42 25 17 59.5

Toggle Bins                    398 140 258 35.1
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UVM/OVM methodologies are the first choice in the 
semiconductor industry today for creating verification 
environments. Because UVM/OVM are TLM-based 
(Transaction Level Modeling), sequence and sequence 
items play vital roles and must be created in the most 
efficient way possible in order to reduce rework and 
simulation time, and to make the verification environment 
user friendly. This article covers how to write generic and 
reusable sequences so that it’s easy to add a new test 
case or sequence. We use SRIO (Serial Rapid IO) protocol 
as an example.

INTRODUCTION 
In UVM- and OVM-based environments, sequences are 
the basic building blocks directing the scenario generation 
process. Scenario generation consists of a sequence of 
transactions generated using UVM/OVM sequencers, so 
it’s important to write sequences efficiently. Key to keep 
in mind is the fact that sequences are just not for the 
generating one random scenario for a specific test case. 
Sequences should be user- and protocol-friendly, utilizable 
at the test case level, and flexible enough to allow for 
maximum reuse in randomly generating scenarios.

TYPE OF SEQUENCES     
There are three types of Sequences:

• Base Sequence
• Basic Sequence
• Complex Sequence

 
Base Sequence
Writing a sequence for any transaction does not require 
knowing details (i.e., agent, sequencer, etc.) about the 
environment since basic configuration details can be 
included in a base sequence. All other sequences should 
be derived from this base sequence, which contains many 
reusable functions or tasks. For example, consider the 
SRIO protocol, where we need to turn off the constraint 
of many fields in many sequences. For convenience, we 
can declare one function in this base sequence that can 

be called from derived sequences to turn off constraints 
for the required fields. We also can include a function to 
receive input from command line itself and perform the 
operation. A base sequence can also control the rise and 
fall of objections for sequences, so a user need not worry 
about such control while developing basic or complex 
sequences. 

Basic Sequence
Basic sequences are basic blocks for writing test cases 
for any UVM/OVM-based verification environment, so 
reuse is similarly important. The SRIO protocol allows for 
performing different operations like NWRITE, NREAD, etc. 
Each operation should be an associated basic or primitive 
sequence (i.e., nwrite sequence, nread sequence, etc.).

The goal is to expose desired parameters to specific 
values within the base constraint. These fields 
(parameters) must be provided as ‘rand’ data members 
in the sequence itself, so that the value is randomized as 
part of the sequence randomization and can be controlled 
by the user if so desired. If the variable is not declared as 
‘rand’ then it will be not accessible through uvm_do/ovm_
do macros in the parent sequence. The user must also use 
care in naming the variables or else constraints written in 
the sequence will be ignored. (Please refer to the section 
Declaration of Variable Name for more information.)

When we declare any variable with ‘rand’ inside the basic 
sequence, then it will be randomized based on the base-
level constraint. If we want to randomize it with a specific 
value (or range), then we can also apply a constraint on the 
variable within the sequence itself, known as a sequence-
level constraint. The sequence designer should avoid 
giving access to all fields. The objective of the primitive 
sequences is to provide sequences for easy generation of 
‘random’ traffic.

Complex Sequence
Sequences written using a collection of basic sequences 
are called complex sequences. For SRIO, we might have 
a scenario like NWRITE followed by NREAD operation. 

Dealing With UVM and OVM Sequences 
by Hari Patel & Dhaval Prajapati, eInfochips 
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To perform these operations we’d string together the 
NWRITE and NREAD sequences. For clarity, the name 
of the complex sequence should be tied to the scenario. 
In this case, “uvm_srio_nwrite_nread_sequence” would 
make sense so, based on the name alone, a user could 
understand the intention of scenario/sequence. 
 
CONSTRAINT 
A constraint is simply bounding the variable within a  
certain range. Suppose we have some variable that  
must have a value less than 5. The constraint or boundary 
for that variable might then read: int a; a>0 and a<=5 / 
/value of “a” within 0 to 5.

There are three types of constraints

• Base Level Constraint
• Sequence Level Constraint
• Test Case Level Constraint

Base Level Constraint
Base level constraints are written inside the data class 
(a sequence item, or configuration/transaction class) and 
contain all possible values of that variable (field), as defined 
by protocol. Consider one variable (int a) which is declared 
in a sequence item class with the following constraint:

The base level constraint on variable ‘a’ is that the value 
must be between 0 to 7, so when we randomize this 
variable, the value will stay within this range. Note that it’s 
not necessary to apply a constraint from the sequence 
and test case. Any new constraint on variable ‘a’ should be 
within the base level constraint.

Sequence Level Constraint 
As shown in Figure 1, the sequence level constraint  
should be within the base level constraint. So if a user 
wants to apply a constraint on variable ‘a,’ then it should be 
within 0 to 7; a user cannot apply a constraint outside the  
0 to 7 range.

 
 

// Constraint on ‘a’ in Base class
rand int a;

constraint reasonable_a{
    a >= 0 && a < 8;
}

// Sequence Level Constraint (within base  
level constraint)

constraint reasonable_sequence_a{
    a > 0/1/2..6 && a < 5/6/7/8;
}
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Test Case Level Constraint 
As shown in Figure 1, the test case level constraint s 
hould be within the base level and sequence level 
constraint. A user can choose to go with base- and/
or sequence-level constraint or can narrow down those 
constraints in the test case. 
 
Constraint for Dynamic Array:  
Generally arrays are used to model payload, data, data_
mask, etc. We can constrain the dynamic array by size and 
iteration for every element of the array. The size constraints 
always solve before iterative constraints. Consider one 
example:

Writing the Iterative constraint above can degrade the 
performance because if the size of the array is large— 
let’s say 500 — then 500 constraints will be created for 
each loop. Definitely solving this constraint will boost  
CPU time consumption, perhaps by as much as 5X.  
We can overcome this by writing a function to randomize 
the dynamic array called the post_randomize () method. 
This approach is three to five times faster than writing  
the constraint:

 

DECLARATION OF VARIABLE NAME

Naming the variable plays a vital role in the sequences 
and test cases. For the sequences being used in a test 
bench, the user should not be worrying about naming the 
variables. Ideally, the naming convention should be unique 
at the top of a sequence or we should be taken care of in 
the basic sequence. For example, in the SRIO protocol 
there are some transactions (sequence/command) that 
require common fields like data, destination_address 
and payload. These payload fields are required during 
NWRITE, SWRITE, MAINTAINANCE_WRITE so we 
should consider “payload” as the unique name for all the 
sequences wherever these are required. The alternative of 
using different names like nwrite_payload, swrite_payload, 
maintainance_write_payload and so on for the respective 
sequences would require the user to inspect the name of 
each sequence for it’s use, an onerous process.

To overcome this, we might declare the nwrite command 
sequence (uvm_srio_nwrite_sequence) with two fields 
called payload and destination_address, which is the same 
name the transaction class (uvm_srio_transaction) has.  
But the main problem with this is we can’t use the same 
variable name while randomizing the sequence using uvm_
do_with or ovm_do_with as these will ignore sequence level 
constraints and randomize the variables with a base level 
constraint because of the same name. To resolve this issue, 
we should declare a local variable within the body and then 
assign a sequence variable. For example: 

// Constraint for Dynamic Array
rand bit[10:0] dyn_array[] ;

constraint reasonable_dyn_array {
    // Size Constraint
    dyn_array.size ()  inside {4,8,16};

  // Iterative Constraint
   foreach (dyn_array[i]) {
     dyn_array[i] = inside {10, 20, 30};  
  }
}

// Dynamic Array
rand bit[10:0] dyn_array[] ;

// Size Constraint
constraint reasonable_dyn_array {
       dyn_array.size()  inside {4,8,16};
}

function void randomize_dyn_array ();
  // Iterative Constraint
   foreach (dyn_array[i]) {
     dyn_array[i] = $random; 
                   Or  
    dyn_array[i] = $urandom_range(100,0);
  }
endfunction

 //Above function should be called by post
 // randomize method 
function void post_randomize ();
  randomize_dyn_array ();
endfunction
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It’s important to take care when naming the constraint. For 
example, in the SRIO protocol we have multiple sequences 
like nwrite, swrite, maintainance_write, and so on, allowing 
for performance of the write operation with a specific 
payload. We should have a proper base level constraint for 
the payload variable so there is a valid range value for the 
payload after randomization. If the constraint name for this 
variable is something like ‘reasonable_payload_constraint’ 
for all the sequences (nwrite, swrite, maintainance_write), 
and if you turn off the payload constraint using nwrite 
sequence, then you will also turn off the constraint of  
payload for all other sequences. This is why it’s critical 
to use a different name for each constraint, such as 
reasonable_nwrite_payload_constraint, reasonable_ 
swrite_payload_constraint, and so on. 

 
HOW TO CONTROL THE  
RANDOMIZATION AND CONSTRAINT 
Generally sequences don’t afford direct access to turn off 
the constraint and randomization. But if the user wants to 
apply a constraint (other than the TOP LEVEL constraint 
to drive the ERROR scenario) then the top level constraint 
must be turned off. The following macros can be used  
to do this:

1. `uvm_do/`ovm_do:  A user who does not want to 
change the value /constraint of a field or variable(s) 
defined in the sequence should use this macro. It will 
randomize the value of variables based on base-/top-
level constraint.

2. `uvm_do_with/`ovm_do_with: Use this macro to 
change the value/constraint of field or variable(s) 
defined in the sequence. This macro works mostly the 
same as `uvm_do/`ovm_do. The difference is that using 
this macro we can apply the constraint on the field(s) 
declared inside that class but cannot change the base 
constraint of that field.

Control on Randomization  
and Constraint from Sequence 
The macros `uvm_do/`uvm_do_with don’t allow for turning 
off the constraint and randomization from sequence. 
However, this can be achieved with the following macros:

1. ̀uvm_create/`ovm_create:  creates the object  
of class and allocates memory to that object;

2. ̀uvm_rand_send/`ovm_rand_send:  works same  
as `uvm_do/`ovm_do (except for creating the object)

3. ̀uvm_rand_send_with/`ovm_rand_send_with: 
works same as `uvm_do_with/`ovm_do_with (except  
for creating the object) 

task uvm_srio_nwrite_sequence::body();

// Declared local variable
int nwrite_payload = payload;
int nwrite_destination_addr = destination_address;

`uvm_do_with (req,
{
   req.packet_type ==     uvm_srio_
transaction::NWRITE; 

 req.payload == payload; // Wrong Method 
   
 req.payload == nwrite_payload; // Correct Method
 })

uvm_srio_nwrite_sequence nwrite_seq;
`uvm_do (nwrite_seq)

// `uvm_do_with
//Payload within 0 to 4
uvm_srio_nwrite_sequence nwrite_seq;

`uvm_do_with (nwrite_seq,
  {
      nwrite_seq.payload >=’d0;  
      nwrite_seq.payload <=’d4;    
  })

// Note: `ovm_do_with also work in same way  
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NOTE: Examples are given with UVM macros,  
but OVM macros work in same way.

Here’s how to turn on and turn off the constraint.

Here’s how to change the constraint after turning it off  
as shown above:

           

BASE TEST     
Base Test serves as the base class for all other test cases. 
Generally, a person writing test cases won’t bother with 
the complete environment, so the base test should have 
all details related to the environment and configuration.  
Indeed, if a user wants to configure some elements 
commonly across all test cases, he can do so via the base 
test case. And if a user wants to be able to adjust the 
configuration (e.g., the global timeout) from the command 
line, then the appropriate code should be included in base 
test case.

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Accelera’s Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) 
1.1 Class Reference (UVM_1.1_Class_Reference 
_Final_06062011.pdf)

Accelera’s Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) 1.1 
User’s Guide (uvm_users_guide_1.1.pdf) 

• OVM_Reference.pdf (2.1.2)
• OVM_UserGuide.pdf (2.1.2)

Syntax:
sequence_object.constraint_name.constraint_
mode (); // 0-turn off  ,1-turn on

// uvm_srio_nwrite_sequence nwrite_seq 
// create object and allocate memory to it
‘uvm_create (nwrite_seq)

nwrite_seq.reasonable_payload_constraint.
constraint_mode (0);  // Turn Off  the constraint

nwrite_seq.reasonable_nwrite_payload_constraint.
constraint_mode (1);  // Turn ON the constraint

// After turning off the constraint user can give 
his/her own constraint as below:

// uvm_srio_nwrite_sequence nwrite_seq 

‘uvm_rand_send_with (nwrite_seq,
  { 
    nwrite_seq.payload > 0;
     nwrite_seq.payload < 9;
 })
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I don’t know how this came about, but the other day I got 
hired to do something called AMS Verification. It seems that 
there is this chip design that combines digital and analog 
stuff, and I was asked to make sure that all of it works when 
it’s put together and that it does what it was meant to do 
when they got going in the first place.

Not knowing any better, I guess I’ll start by hoping that all 
of the pieces they handed to me were done just right as far 
as those designer dudes understood when they got handed 
their jobs. So here’s what I’m thinking: The dudes may be 
real good in designing, but they are humans too and so 
they probably missed some points, and misunderstood 
some others, and when it’s all put together, Murphy says 
that things will go wrong. Besides, those analog and digital 
dudes don’t talk to each other anyway.

I think about it some, and come to the conclusion that I have 
two problems to worry about:  Did they hook it up right? Do 
the pieces play well together?

Not knowing anything, I first go to the digital folks, and ask 
them how I should verify this.

No problem: Do some formal, set up a testbench with some 
constrained random, slap in a few assertions, simulate it, if 
it’s too big put it on an emulator, and check your coverage. 
You’ll be done in no time. Easy peasy. I find out pretty soon 
though that this ain’t gonna work so good with those SPICE 
netlists that I got handed by the analog people.

OK, I’ll go ask them then.

No problem: In your schematic, rustle up some power 
supplies and ground, toss in a few sine sources here 
and there to make it wiggle, generate the SPICE netlist, 
do some transient and frequency runs, and look at the 
waveforms to see if they’re any good. Hmmm. I don’t think 
this will work with those RTL designs I got from the digital 
folks. Anyway, what does it mean when they say that 
“waveforms look good”? I mean, I know what I think of when 
I think of curves and models, but it doesn’t seem to fit this 
job.

But I guess I’m the mixed signal expert here, so I’ll have to 
figure it out on my own. And I did. I wrote a big tome about 
it and handed it to my boss. She muttered something about 
“better English,” but she said that since I done such a good 
job, she’ll fix it up for me. So here’s how Chapter 1 came 
out:

MIXED ABSTRACTION— 
MIXED SIGNAL DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS 
There are many decisions to be made before embarking 
on an implementation of a verification environment for a 
mixed signal IC design project. This chapter focuses on 
issues in setting up mixed signal designs in preparation for 
simulation. Let’s assume that some decisions have already 
been made: The environment will use SystemVerilog for 
testbenches, and the preferred HDL language family is 
Verilog.

Before proceeding, let us recall some definitions from a 
previously published Verification Horizons article:

Analog abstraction: a representation of a real-world 
signal that retains the sense of the continuous 
range of the signal level. In this article, only SPICE 
representations are considered. 

Digital abstraction: an abstraction of a real-world signal 
by discrete bands of analog levels, rather than by a 
continuous range, typically 0 and 1. 

Functionally analog signal: a real-world signal that must 
be represented by an analog abstraction to usefully 
reason about it. It cannot be represented using digital 
abstraction and still retain the information content. 

Functionally digital signal: a real-life signal that can 
usefully be represented by a digital abstraction. It can 
also be represented by an analog abstraction from 
which the digital abstraction can be derived based on 
the discrete bands of analog levels. 

When it comes to mixed signal designs, the subsystems  
are typically described as:

Stories of an AMS Verification Dude: Putting Stuff Together 
by Martin Vlach, Mentor Graphics 
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• RTL for the digital portion.
• SPICE schematics for the analog portion. 

The RTL is described in SystemVerilog (a proper superset 
of Verilog), and for simplicity let’s assume that the ports 
are scalar nets with type logic. At the RTL design level, the 
concepts of supplies and ground are not relevant – they are 
left for a later step in the process. All signals are functionally 
digital signals at the digital abstraction level.

For analog schematics, the situation is less straightforward. 
There are analog data pins of course, but the analog 
portion will already have some control logic that configures 
the analog data handling. This logic is described on the 
schematic at a transistor level, whether it was already 
synthesized, or designed “by hand” as custom IC designers 
often do. In analog, power and ground connections cannot 
be abstracted away, since they provide both the correct 
voltages and power (current) that form an integral part of the 
operation of the circuit. The schematic will thus show three 
different kinds of pins:

• Analog signal pins that carry the functionally analog 
signals that are being processed by the component.

• Digital control pins. Although they carry functionally 
digital signals, these signals are represented at the 
analog abstraction level.

• Power supply and ground pins. 

At this point of the discussion, we are going to simplify 
further, ignoring issues related to the power supply and 
ground pins, and assume that some magic happens later  
in the IC design process to “get it right.”

Given this introduction, let’s state a simple design and 
verification problem: Connect the subsystems and verify 
that the right ports from the RTL have been connected to 
the right pins on the schematic.

Coming from the digital world, one might think that this 
would be a pretty good candidate for some kind of formal  
or static verification. While this sounds appealing in 
principle, there are no tools today that can be used, and so  
 

we are left with verification by simulation of the connected 
RTL and schematic (i.e., SPICE) designs.

Let’s examine how this can be done. Whether the design 
that we are working on is a full chip, a subsystem, or an IP 
block, let’s call the desired connectivity the top level netlist. 
The top level netlist must be specified somewhere, and 
depending on which team (digital or analog) is in charge,  
it is done in one of two ways:

• As a digital netlist, in a digital-centric design and 
verification flow.

• As an analog schematic, in an analog-centric flow. 

As an aside, there are some design teams that use a 
proprietary format, for example JSON, for the top level 
connectivity from which other descriptions are derived, but 
this is an exception and not a common industry practice.

The connectivity must accomplish the following tasks:

• Connect RTL ports together for shuttling around  
digital signals in the digital abstraction (logic).

• Connect schematic pins together, thus forming 
equipotential analog nodes in the analog  
abstraction (SPICE).

• Finally, connect RTL ports to the appropriate digital 
control pins of the schematic. Both of these are 
functionally digital signals (ports and pins), but from  
the RTL side they come in the digital abstraction,  
and on the analog side they are described in the  
analog abstraction. 

It turns out that it is useful to consider all of this as  
two separate (but of course related) problems:

• How to convert from one abstraction to another  
(digital vs. analog).

• How to describe connectivity without focusing  
on the abstraction level. 

The following two sections describe these two problems 
and their accepted industry solutions.

Stories of an AMS Verification Dude: Putting Stuff Together 
by Martin Vlach, Mentor Graphics 
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ABSTRACTION CONVERSION 
The problem of converting between two different types of 
abstraction has been solved by adding a special class of 
model to the design description. Unlike most models that 
represent an actual physical “thing” that will eventually 
be manufactured, these models only perform abstraction 
conversion and so are meaningful only during mixed 
abstraction simulation. 

To be absolutely clear: a conversion between a digital 
abstraction of a signal and the analog abstraction of the 
same signal is not a model of an actual physical analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) or a digital-to-analog converter 
(DAC).

These nonphysical abstraction conversion models have 
been variously called by names such as hypermodels 
(the Saber simulator), connect modules (Verilog-AMS), 
boundary elements (Questa ADMS), just plain “converters”, 
and surely many other terms. In this article, the term 
boundary element will be used.

Boundary elements convert between the logic value on 
the one hand (0/1/X/Z) and the appropriate voltage/current 
levels on the other. Because (in this example) they are used 
to convert between signals modeled in discrete time (digital 
simulators) and continuous time (analog, SPICE simulators), 
they also have to take into account that SPICE algorithms 
do not usually like discontinuous changes. Therefore, 
they must convert the discrete time discontinuous signal 
transition (e.g. 0 -> 1) into a continuous signal that changes 
over a period of time. In the other direction, when converting 
from the continuous time analog abstraction to discrete time 
digital, they must detect a gradual change on the analog 
side and create an event for the digital event-driven engine.

At its most basic conceptual level, a boundary element 
has two connections: one for a port from the RTL 
description and one for a pin on the schematic. In real-life 
implementations, things of course are never so simple, and 
boundary elements also usually connect to the supply and 
ground on the analog side as a way to accurately model 
voltage levels.

Of all the standard languages, only Verilog-AMS has 
approached the problem of automatically inserting boundary 
elements (called connect modules in that standard). 
However, all modern simulators insert boundary elements 
automatically at appropriate places, based on rules that are 
specified as part of the design, often using vendor-specific 
methods.

DEFINING CONNECTIVITY 
Now that we know we can use boundary elements to 
convert abstraction, let’s turn our attention to specifying 
connectivity.

In the analog-centric case, schematic capture systems 
represent connectivity using lines on a drawing surface,  
and do not pay much attention to what those lines 
represent. At the level of the schematic, those details are 
abstracted away. It all depends on what happens next. 
Sometimes those lines all become a single “node” in a 
“SPICE netlist” and represent an equipotential region, 
where all currents flowing into it must sum to zero (KCL/
KVL). Sometimes those lines (especially in the early 
days of electronics) represent a physical wire on a board. 
Sometimes they represent a complicated path that must be 
created on a chip. Sometimes they can be interpreted as a 
logic signal path from here to there.

But in the context of mixed-signal and mixed-abstraction 
verification, we want to consider how those lines are 
represented in a text file that will be used as input to a 
simulator. The conversion from the schematic (database) to 
the textual form is achieved by so-called netlisters, and the 
problem we have stated for ourselves is what should be the 
format of the resulting text file.

In the digital-centric case, the top level netlist is created 
manually, but the question of what should be the format of 
that netlist is the same as the question of what should be 
the format of the output of a netlister.
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It turns out that the common schematic concept of “I need 
to connect pins, and I don’t know yet what abstraction will 
be used” has taken a long time to represent unambiguously 
in text form. Simulators have always considered connecting 
objects with a particular semantic: logic ports in digital 
simulators and electrical pins in SPICE, and the problem 
of connecting incompatible abstractions did not arise until 
mixed-signal and mixed-abstraction simulation appeared.

For a long time such abstraction-less connectivity has 
been approximated by using either the Verilog wire or a 
SPICE node—both of which, strictly speaking, have an 
abstraction attached to them, with resulting confusion in 
applying conversion rules. Using another perspective, the 
abstraction-less connectivity has been banned, particularly 
in VHDL and VHDL-AMS, which require top level netlists to 
be strongly typed.

Recently, the SystemVerilog IEEE 1800-2012 standard 
defined an abstraction-less connectivity concept, allowing it 
to be expressed in terms of interconnect objects. However, 
this standard does not yet allow mixing abstraction levels; 
all of the nets that are connected using interconnect must 
use the same abstraction.

Let’s return to the discussion of how to make the textual 
top level netlist, either manually (in digital-centric flows) or 
by a netlister from a schematic database (in analog-centric 
flows). What are the options?

• Use wire in Verilog.
• Use interconnect in SystemVerilog 2012.
• Use a node in a SPICE description.
• Use one of the mixed signal languages, such as 

Verilog-AMS, and explicitly pick whether digital (wire)  
or analog (electrical) pins/ports are being connected.

 

In all of these cases the problem of mixed abstraction is yet 
to be satisfactorily solved, although Verilog-AMS comes 
closest. The problem with Verilog-AMS is that it is based 
on Verilog-2005, and mixing it with SystemVerilog is non-
standard.

It appears that today, the best practice is to:

• Use Verilog wire to approximate abstraction-less 
connectivity because it has been used the longest and 
fits well with back-end flows.

• Keep an eye out on the status of the implementation 
of the SystemVerilog interconnect because that is the 
latest standard

• Use vendor-specific means of inserting boundary 
elements for abstraction conversion. 

It’s me again, the AMS Verification Dude. Well, that was 
fancy-schmancy. I don’t know how about you, but I don’t 
see why that is called “better English.”  All I was trying to 
say is that it ain’t all that easy. I looked around a lot, but 
neither the digital nor the analog dudes got it quite right, 
even though they were able to put something together. 
There’s still a lot of details to worry about, and lots of people 
are doing things differently, so it looks like we need a better 
standard to really solve this problem so I don’t have to come 
up with my own way of doing things. This’ll make my life so 
much easier that I even signed up to work on this Accellera 
SystemVerilog-AMS committee, and I for one will tell them 
what I think. Why don’t you come and join us?
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We’ve come a long way since digital designs were sketched 
as schematics by hand on paper and tested in the lab 
by wiring together discrete integrated circuits, applying 
generated signals and checking for proper behavior. Design 
evolved to gate-level on a workstation and on to RTL, while 
verification evolved from simple directed tests to directed-
random, constrained-random, and systematic testing. At 
each step in this evolution, significant investment has been 
made in training, development of reusable infrastructure, 
and tools. This level of investment means that switching to 
a new verification environment, for example, has a cost and 
tends to be a carefully-planned migration rather than an 
abrupt switch. In any migration process, technologies that 
help to bring new advances into the existing environment 
while continuing to be valuable in the future are critical 
methodological “bridges”. 

Questa inFact graph-based intelligent testbench automation 
provides just such a “bridge” for VHDL testbench 
environments. inFact offers more-productive test creation 
than the directed tests that are predominantly used in 
VHDL testbench environments. The boost in test-creation 
productivity enables more tests to be created more quickly 
and more-comprehensive testing of the design to be done. 
In addition, graph-based tests are portable, thus ensuring 
that any investment made in creating graph-based tests can 
be leveraged both in the existing verification environment 
and in its next evolution. This article will show how inFact 
can be applied within a VHDL testbench for a cache 
controller, and the benefits of doing so.

DESIGN AND TESTBENCH OVERVIEW 
The design being tested is a very simple direct mapped 
write-through cache controller with a 16-bit address. The 
cache controller accepts requests from a processor or 
other bus master and either satisfies the requests itself or 
accesses a memory device to satisfy the memory requests. 

The functional specification for the design describes how 
the cache behaves in the presence of various sequences 
of memory operations. The tests implemented by the 
testbench are expected to exercise these cases.

The structure of the VHDL testbench for the cache 
controller is shown below. A driver, or bus functional model, 
is connected to the cache in place of a processor or other 
bus master. A stimulus generator, which is responsible for 
generating sequences of reads and writes, is connected 
to the driver. In this VHDL testbench, a new test is created 
by creating a new VHDL architecture for the stimulus 
generator. 

The scoreboard is responsible for checking that the cache 
controller behaves correctly in the presence of the memory 
reads and writes issued by the driver. It monitors the 
memory reads and writes received by the cache controller 
and the reads and writes issued by the cache controller. 

 

Portable VHDL Testbench Automation with Intelligent Testbench Automation 
by Matthew Ballance, Mentor Graphics 

Spec ID Description 

FSPEC_001 If you read from a memory location, 
and then read from it again with the 
same address you will get a cache hit.

FSPEC_002 If you read from a memory location, 
then read from another location with 
the same bottom eight address bits, 
but different bits in the top of the 
address, you will get a cache miss.

FSPEC_003 If you reset the cache, and do no 
writes, all reads will be cache misses 
until the cache is refilled.

FSPEC_004 If you reset the cache, and then write 
to a location, you will get a cache hit  
if you read from that same location.

FSPEC_005 If you write to a location and then read 
from the location immediately you will 
get a cache hit.
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Six directed tests were written to exercise the cache 
and target the behaviors described by the functional 
specification. The table below summarizes the purpose  
of the test and the number of memory read/write operations 
performed by the test.

As can be seen from the table, a total of 4103 operations 
are performed against the cache by these tests. When  
code coverage is collected across all the tests shown 
above, a total of 75.3% is achieved by the directed tests.

 

This number could be improved by analyzing uncovered 
regions of the code and slowly crafting tests to address  
the missing code coverage. Fundamentally, this is the  
 

process of making the tests more comprehensive. Let’s 
see how applying inFact can rapidly make the tests more 
comprehensive!

INFACT INTEGRATION PREPARATION 
The first step in preparing to have inFact drive test stimulus 
into this testbench environment is to determine how the 
testbench accepts stimulus from the test. In the case of this 
testbench, a VHDL record describes the operation (memory 
read/write, or reset) to be applied to the cache.  The record 
is shown below:

 

Figure 1 - Memory-Access Request VHDL Record

inFact describes tests using rules – a formal description of 
the tests to be produced and the method by which the test 
stimulus will be communicated to the testbench. inFact rules 
support transactions, such as that described by the cpu_req 
record above, using the ‘struct’ construct. inFact rules use 
the ‘meta_action’ construct to describe stimulus variables 
within the struct. As can be seen below, an inFact struct is 
declared to mirror the VHDL record used by the testbench 
environment.

 

Portable VHDL Testbench Automation with Intelligent Testbench Automation 
by Matthew Ballance, Mentor Graphics 

Test R/W Description 

test1 7 Smoke test
testhit 512 Targets FSPEC_001
testmiss 768 Targets FPSEC_002
testwrite 1024 Targets FSPEC_005
testresetafterhit 1024 Targets FSPEC_003
testresetafterwrite 768 Targets FSPEC_004

4103

type mem_op_t is (READ, WRITE, RST);

type cpu_req is record
  addr : std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);

  data :   std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);

  op  :   mem_op_t;

end record;

/*************************************
 *           cpu_req.rseg
 **************************************/
rule_segment {
 set mem_op_enum [enum READ,WRITE,RST];
 struct cpu_req {
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Figure 2 - Memory-Access Request inFact Struct

In our inFact-based tests, the VHDL test will call inFact to 
set the value of the VHDL record fields rather than having 
procedural code select the value of the VHDL record fields.

A FIRST INFACT TEST 
The cache controller accepts a 16-bit address, which is 
divided into a page address and a cache-line address. 

 Figure 3 - Cache Address Layout

 
Our first inFact test will perform a memory read and write to 
each page. The inFact rules below describe the procedure 
to generate a series of individual accesses to the cache. 

 

Figure 4 - Memory Read/Write Rules

Notice a few things about the rule description above. The 
rules file shown above imports the previously-created 
‘cpu_req.rseg’ file that contains the declaration of the inFact 
rules struct. The ‘interface’ keyword is used to declare an 
interface between the rules and the testbench environment. 
Notice that the ‘fill_item’ interface accepts a struct of type 
‘cpu_req’. The mem_ops_c  constraint ensures that only 
READ and WRITE operations are performed by this test. In 
other words, this test will not perform reset operations.

Finally, note the repeat loop at the bottom of the file. This 
repeat loop passes our struct item to the interface, selecting 
values for the struct fields and passing the transaction to 
the VHDL testbench. The rule description can be viewed as 
a graph, or flow chart, as seen below. 

 

Figure 5 - Read/Write Graph

Next, our test goal of performing a READ and a WRITE to 
each page must be described. This is done in two steps. 

 
 meta_action addr[unsigned 15:0];
  meta_action data[31:0];
  meta_action op [mem_op_enum];
 }
}

 
rule_graph dcc_traffic_gen {
 import “cpu_req.rseg”;
 action init; 
 action infact_checkcov;

 interface fill_item(cpu_req);
 cpu_req item;
    
 constraint mem_ops_c {
  item.op inside [READ,WRITE];
 }

 dcc_traffic_gen = init 
   repeat {
    fill_item(item)
    infact_checkcov
 };
}
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First, bins are applied to the transaction address to divide 
the address into 256 pages. This will cause inFact to ensure 
that the addresses of the read and write transactions will hit 
each of the 256 pages.

Figure 6 - Bin Specification to Target all Pages

  
Next, the variable combinations to target must be 
described. This is done by annotating a coverage region 
on the graph as shown below. The MemOpsAllPages goal, 
shaded here in blue, informs inFact that all combinations of 
page address and operation must be generated.

Figure 7 - Read/Write All Pages Coverage Goal 

 

INTEGRATING INTO THE VHDL TEST 
The inFact VHDL test architecture is shown below. The 
key elements of the inFact integration into the test are 
highlighted. The inFact graph is represented by the 
‘infact_gen’ variable in the test process. The inFact graph is 
initialized at the beginning of the test. On each pass through 
the graph, a call is made to the ifc_fill_item procedure. 
This procedure corresponds to the ‘fill_item’ interface 
declared in the rules, and calls inFact to set values on the 
cpu_req record fields. The stim_to_driver procedure from 
the testbench is called to pass the transaction to the driver. 
The driver will then apply the transaction to the design. 
Finally, inFact provides the allCoverageGoalsHaveBeenMet 
function that indicates when all the goals targeted by the 
test are complete. When this function returns true, the test 
loop will exit causing the test to end.

 

 
    bin_scheme all_pages {
     cpu_req.addr / 256;
    }

 
   architecture dcc_arch_infact_traffic of 
  dcc_stim_gen is
 begin
  infact_gen : process is
   variable infact_gen :dcc_traffic_gen;
   variable req : cpu_req;
   variable done : boolean;
  begin
   -- Initialize the inFact generator
   infact_gen.init(“infact_gen”);

   -- Perform an initial reset 
   cpureset(clk, cmd,cmd_req, cmd_ack);
   
   while TRUE loop
   -- Call inFact to fill 
   -- the record fields
       infact_gen.ifc_fill_item(req);

   -- Send the command to the BFM
   stim_to_driver(
     clk,cmd,cmd_req,cmd_ack);

   -- End the test when all goals 
   -- are complete
   if (infact_gen.
       allCoverageGoalsHaveBeenMet) then
    exit;
   end if;
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Figure 8 - inFact VHDL Testbench Integration

RUNNING THE SIMPLE TEST 
The simple read/write test shown above runs a total of 512 
operations (2 operations X 256 pages). Code coverage was 
collected for just this test. The 512 operations performed 
by the inFact test achieved 95.4% code coverage, showing 
that the 512 transactions generated by inFact are more 
comprehensive and unique than the 4103 transactions 
generated by the existing directed tests.

 

Figure 9 - Code Coverage of inFact Read/Write Test

 
TESTING BY THE FUNCTION SPECIFICATION

Even though the simple read/write test above achieved 
better code coverage than the existing directed tests, we 
still need a test that exercises all the operations described 
in the function specification. Next, inFact rules will be 
created to target each of the functional specification items.

From examining the description of each of the functional 
specification items, it is clear that the longest operation 
sequence is required by FSPEC_004. This specification 
item requires a sequence of three operations: RESET,  
WRITE, READ. Consequently, the graph that targets the 
testplan will generate sequences of three operations. 

The skeleton of a rule description that targets the functional 
specification items is shown below. Note that it is very 
similar to the rules that just produced reads and writes. 
The primary differences are that the testplan rules select 
a functional specification item to target and generate three 
cpu_req structs to the testbench on each pass through  
the graph. 

 

These rules do not yet specify the relationships between 
the transactions necessary to exercise the functional 
specification items. The table below presents a mapping 
between the English description and a constraint-based 
description of the functional specification items.

   
end loop; 
  
  finish(0); 
  end process;
end;

  rule_graph dcc_testplan_gen {
 import “cpu_req.rseg”;
 action init, infact_checkcov;
    
 interface fill_item(cpu_req);

 meta_action FSPEC_TARGET [
   enum FSPEC_001, FSPEC_002,   
   FSPEC_003, FSPEC_004, FSPEC_005];

 cpu_req req1, req2, req3;
    
 dcc_testplan_gen = init repeat {
   FSPEC_TARGET
   fill_item(req1) 
   fill_item(req2)
     fill_item(req3)
     infact_checkcov
    };
}

Spec ID Description Constraint

FSPEC_001 If you read from a 
memory location, 
and then read 
from it again with 
the same address 
you will get a 
cache hit.

req1.op == READ
req2.op == READ
req1.addr ==  
req2.addr
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Figure 10 - Functional Spec Mapped to Constraints

 
The complete rules to exercise each of the functional 
specification items are shown below. The constraint 
expressions shown in the table above have been included 
in the FSPEC_c constraint block.

Figure 11 - Rules targeting the Functional Spec

rule_graph dcc_testplan_gen {
 import “cpu_req.rseg”;
 action init, infact_checkcov;
    
 interface fill_item(cpu_req);

 meta_action FSPEC_TARGET [
  enum FSPEC_001, FSPEC_002,   
  FSPEC_003, FSPEC_004, 
  FSPEC_005];

  cpu_req req1, req2, req3;
    
  constraint FSPEC_c {
   if (FSPEC_TARGET == FSPEC_001) {
    req1.op == READ;
    req2.op == READ;
    req1.addr == req2.addr;
   } else 
   if (FSPEC_TARGET == FSPEC_002) {
     req1.op == READ;
     req2.op == READ;
     req1.addr[7:0] == 
       req2.addr[7:0];
     req1.addr[15:8] != 
       req2.addr[15:8];
   } else 
   if (FSPEC_TARGET == FSPEC_003) {
     req1.op == RST;
     req2.op == READ;
   } else 
   if (FSPEC_TARGET == FSPEC_004) {
     req1.op == RST;
     req2.op == WRITE;
     req3.op == READ;
     req3.addr == req2.addr;
   } else 
   if (FSPEC_TARGET == FSPEC_005) {
     req1.op == WRITE;
     req2.op == READ;
     req1.addr == req2.addr;
   }
  }    
        
 dcc_testplan_gen = init repeat {
  FSPEC_TARGET
  fill_item(req1) 
  fill_item(req2)
  fill_item(req3)
  infact_checkcov
 };
}

FSPEC_002 If you read from a 
memory location, 
then read from 
another location 
with the same 
bottom eight 
address bits, but 
different bits in the 
top of the address, 
you will get a 
cache miss.

req1.op == READ
req2.op == READ
req1.addr[7:0] == 
req2.addr[7:0]
req1.addr[15:8] != 
req2.addr[15:8]

FSPEC_003 If you reset the 
cache, and do no 
writes, all reads 
will be cache 
misses until the 
cache is refilled.

req1.op == RST
req2.op == READ

FSPEC_004 If you reset the 
cache, and then 
write to a location, 
you will get a 
cache hit if you 
read from that 
same location.

req1.op == RST
req2.op == WRITE
req3.op == READ

FSPEC_005 If you write to 
a location and 
then read from 
the location 
immediately you 
will get a cache 
hit.

req1.op == WRITE
req2.op == READ
req1.addr == req2.
addr
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In terms of test goals, it is clear that all the functional 
specification items need to be covered. However, just 
as with the previous test, we will cross the functional 
specification item with the page address of the first 
transaction. The coverage goal is shown overlaid on the 
graph below.

Figure 12 - Coverage Goals for the Functional Spec

In total, this graph will generate 3840 transactions  
(5 specification items X 256 pages X 3 transactions). 

RUNNING THE TESTPLAN TEST 
As with the previous tests, code coverage was collected 
from the run of the inFact testplan graph test. As can be  
 
seen below, the inFact testplan graph test achieved 99.1%  
coverage after running the 3840 transactions described  
by the testplan graph.

 

Figure 13 - Code Coverage from inFact Testplan Graph

 
CONCLUSION 
As can be seen from this example, adding inFact to a 
VHDL testbench can efficiently and quickly boost the 
comprehensiveness of testing. As illustrated by this 
example, that boost in test comprehensiveness can have 
a very positive impact on the level of coverage achieved. 
In this case, a few lines of rule description generated tests 
sufficient to boost code coverage to 95%, while a slightly-
larger description exercised the elements of the functional 
specification and achieved 99% code coverage. 

As the introduction alluded to, however, considering 
reuse and portability are also important when selecting 
verification technology. The good news with inFact is that 
graphs and rules created in a VHDL environment are fully 
reusable in and portable to testbench methodologies, such 
as the UVM. The comprehensive verification illustrated in 
this example combined with reusability and portability truly 
provide the best of both worlds: immediate benefits in a 
VHDL testbench environment and a “bridge” to whatever 
testbench environment might come next.
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